
3. Install foam spacer without hole on left handlebar. Spray a
generous “wet” coating of adhesive (such as 3M #77) inside left
grip and on handlebar.

NOTE: “Wet” adhesive acts as a lubricant to ease installation
of new grips. Rubber cement or hairspray will also work as 
an adhesive.

4. While adhesive is still wet, immediately slide grip into place.
If you have installed grips with Wingleader® end caps, rotate
grip so emblem is in desired location.

NOTE: If sleeve does not start easily, enlarge chamfer on end 
of sleeve.

CAUTION: When installing throttle-side grip, DO NOT pull
or twist. Push on only, or switch housing may crack.

WARNING! Before riding, recheck throttle for completely free
open and return of the throttle. The throttle MUST RETURN
by its own tension. Also, check both grips to be sure they are
secure and that they cannot be turned or pulled off.

TOOLS REQUIRED:

1 - Razor blade or sharp knife
1 - Can of 3M #77 spray adhesive
1 - Pad of steel wool

PROCEDURE:

Removal of Stock Grips:

1. Remove both right- and left-side grips. Using a razor blade or
sharp knife, make a cut down and through the length of grip.
Pull up one edge of grip and peel off handlebar.

2. Clean any remaining residue from handlebar using a piece of
steel wool.

Installation of Sundance Grips:

1. The grip with the larger inside diameter is installed on the
right (throttle) side.

2. One foam spacer has a small hole in foam and is installed on
the right side.

NOTE: If you have cruise control, or are installing one, this
spacer is NOT used. A Vanda-Cruise will not work properly
with Sundance grips.

ATTENTION INSTALLER: (if other than owner): 
Please forward this instruction sheet to the purchaser of this
product. These instructions contain valuable information
necessary to the end user.

INTRODUCTION: These instructions describe the
procedure for properly installing Sundance handlebar grips
onto the following models:  All 1975-82 450cc and up Honda
models, except 1982 GL 5” style, All 1982-00 GL models
51/2” style.

Review instructions carefully before beginning, as they
contain important information. Please retain for 
future reference.

Particularly important information is distinguished in 
these instructions by the following notations:

NOTE: A NOTE provides key information to make 
procedures easier or clearer.

CAUTION:  A CAUTION indicates special procedures
that must be followed to avoid damage to the motorcycle
and/or accessories.

WARNING! A WARNING indicates special procedures
that must be followed to avoid injury to a motorcycle operator
or person inspecting or repairing the motorcycle.
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